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What is
Erasmus+
program?
Exchange program
Erasmus+ program is a full pack of mobility projects funded by
the European Union which have been organised since 1987. It’s
aimed for school students, higher education students and
volunteers from all EU and partner countries*. In the area of
higher education there are 2 main mobility offers: studies
exchange and internship (as a student or graduate).

Studies exchange
For studies exchange you can go abroad at the university which
has signed an agreement with your institute/faculty. Such a list
should be available on the website or in the Faculty Coordinator
Office. The recruitment process always starts a year earlier than
we plan on going, e.g. if you want to spend summer semester
2022/23 abroad you need to register in academic year 2021/22.
Applications are usually open durimg spring.

Who can go for an exchange program?
You can apply if:
you are registered as an AMU student;
you are (at least) in the first year of your BA studies;
you speak a foreign language at a certain level – depending
on the university and its agreement;
you fill up the forms and apply on time.

Erasmus+ Internship
For an internship you can go during the academic year (then IOS
is needed) or as an graduate – then the internship has to end
within 12 months from the day of your thesis defence.
Internship can last from 2 up to 3 months. What's important is
that you need to find the job by yourself – the university does
not help with finding the offers. However, it’s worth to follow
the Erasmus website where sometimes there are offers directly
from the employers. Another way of finding the job is
erasmusintern.org or just writing directly to the universities
abroad – there are often free spots as a professor’s assistant or
administration intern. It’s worth mentioning that if your
employer offers you a salary, you will still get a Erasmus grant. It
also
happens
sometimes
that
the
company
grants
accommodation or helps with finding it.

Mobility capital
Mobility capital is a pack of months that can be used by every
student while going abroad. For Bachelor's and Master's studies
it’s 12 months each and for Master's, it’s 24 months. It’s
important to know that the mobility capital does not duplicate if
we decide to start one more Bachelor's – for example, if in 2018
during our Bachelor's studies we spent 5 months abroad and in
2022 we plan on going again while doing another Bachelor we
have only 7 months of mobility left. Significance is that 12
months of mobility is valid for both studies exchange and
internships – for each level of studies (BA/MA), we simply have
12 months to use, whether we choose to go for studies or
internship abroad. That’s why it’s worth considering earlier
whether we decide on going just for one semester or the whole
year. You can dicide about it based on your preferences.

Should I go for one or two semesters?
Before we decide how long we want to stay abroad you need to
check your institute/faculty regulations. It sometimes happens
that it’s not allowed to spend the whole year abroad. Also, you
need to also remember about the exams regulations at your
faculty (e.g. if you need to write exams at AMU at all). It’s also
worth mentioning that if we decide on spending the whole year
abroad, our stay has to be at one university. On the other hand if
we decide on going for just one semester, the next semester (in
the following year) we can spend in a different city/country.

Possible destinations (countries)
As a students of AMU you can go to:
all countries which are members of EU (27) : Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark,
Estonia, Finland, France, Greece, Spain, Ireland, Lithuania,
Luxembourg, Latvia, Malta, the Netherlands, Germany,
Portugal, Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Sweden, Hungary and
Italy
countries which are members of European Economic Area but
they are not in the EU (3) : Iceland, Liechtenstein and Norway
countries which are candidates to be in the EU: Turkey,
North Macedonia and Serbia

Warning!
Each university unit (faculty/institute) has a certain number of
agreements with foreign universities. There are certain
places/universities where you can travel to if you are studying a
certain major. For more information about which universities are
shortlisted to your major please look at your faulty page (look
for Erasmus+ programme page) or contact Faculty Erasmus+
Coordinator or Faculty Erasmus+ Office.
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What is ESN?

Erasmus Student Network, or ESN for short, is one of
the biggest student associations in Europe, whose
main mission is to support student exchanges and
promotion of mobility within the international
exchange programmes such as Erasmus+.

The organisation was founded on 16 October 1989.
Today, ESN is active in more than 1000 institutions of
higher education.
ESN is active in 42 countries and this network is
constantly expanding.

ESN offers assistance in the process of academic integration and
social and practical integration. This is done mainly through
cultural and social events such as trips to different places in the
country, movie nights, language projects, international culinary
festivals, and events. In addition, many sections run mentoring
schemes (also called Buddy project), which help international
students to acclimatize through direct contact with local
students.
The local ESN section is also an excellent place for returning
exchange students, who can continue the "Erasmus" experience
in their home countries. This is why many local sections are
formed by former exchange students who have a good
understanding of the problems and challenges of incoming
students.

Worth checking
https://esn.org/sections
Anyone who is planning a trip should look for some information
about the local ESN section at the partner university - preferably
via Instagram or Facebook. This way you can find, for example, a
calendar with upcoming events in the local section, as well as a
lot of necessary information, which may be useful information
both before and during your trip.
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How can we get
through the
enrollment process?

An application for mobility should be submitted via the USOS SYSTEM.
A student applying for a scholarship is obliged to:
submit an application in the USOS system - according to the
instructions below;
submit to the faculty or institute coordinator a certificate of the
average grade from studies (to be obtained at the Dean's Office) and
any additional certificates (depending on the unit regulations)

The enrollment process step by step
Use your email account on the university server! All correspondence will
be done through this account.
1. Go to www.usosweb.amu.edu.pl . After logging in go to the "FOR
STUDENTS" section and then select the "Student Exchange."

2. Select "travel offers", then your department. In the case of active
recruitment you will see a list of universities with information if the
university is available for your course.

3. Once you have found the university where you would like to do the
exchange, click on "select" and start filling in the application form.

How to fill in an application?
1. Choose a maximum of 3 universities to go to, starting with the one
you want to attend most;
2. Declare your knowledge of foreign languages and their level
3. . Fill in a "CV" and "motivation letter" in English a. It is worth taking
care of a textual recommendation, which can be given by an
employee of the university, a teacher from the school or somebody
else
4. Select the study programme for which you are applying for the
mobility and declare any previous mobility within the Erasmus+
programme
5. Send the application and wait for the recruitment results, which will
appear in USOS.
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What about
the grant - everything
about the stipend pay
rate.
A scholarship is awarded to any person who has been granted mobility
within Erasmus+ programme. The amount of the grant depends on the
country you are going to.
The amount of the scholarship depends on the 3 groups of countries:

*If your studies/internships will be carried out on-line/remotely/virtual you will also
receive funding for the duration of your stay abroad.

“Green Travel”
Are you going on a trip to your destination with low-emission transport,
i.e. by bus, train, boat, or will you go with other students by car? You
can apply for a one-time individual support payment of 50 Euro.
It is worth remembering that the Erasmus+ grant is paid in two parts.
After completing all the formalities before departure you will receive
90% of the full amount, and the remaining 10% upon return, after the
documents.

Is the grant enough?
It should be noted that the scholarship does not cover all costs of
stay. First of all - in every country there are cities where life is
much more expensive. For example: in Spain, you can expect a
definitely different cost of living in Granada than in Madrid and
Barcelona. The amount of rent itself can vary greatly within one
city, so each case is actually individual. The scholarship is
primarily intended to "equalise" the costs between living abroad
and your home country. Therefore, regardless of the place of
departure, each student will have to take into account some of
the necessity to support themselves.
When you get funding from the Erasmus program, you don’t lose
other scholarships, so you can still receive a scholarship, social,
Rector's scholarship, etc.
Additional financing from the so-called PO WER fund, thanks to
which students receiving a social grant can count on a special
allowance of about 200 Euro. It is only available to people who
were already eligible for a social grant. It does not apply to people
who are just about to submit such an application or are graduates.

Erasmus + for people with
disabilities
Students with disabilities may apply for additional funding to
cover expenses directly related to their disability. The awarded
co-financed amount will be settled as actual costs, i.e. costs
requiring delivery of documents confirming incurred costs. You
can apply for funding, e.g. for medicines, rehabilitation, visits to
a specialist or local carer. Each application is submitted
individually, 4 weeks before departure. In case of problems with
filling in, you can contact the Erasmus + Office!
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Erasmus granted:
what next?
Formalities

If you get accepted for the Erasmus+ exchange, you will get an email
from the Faculty Coordinator about the Erasmus meeting during which
you will get to know more about required documents, important info
and deadlines.

Remember to regularly check your university mail box (or redirect
them to your private email) because on that email address you will
be getting messages from both coordinators (home and host
university).

Next you need to fill up the Learning Agreement (LA) – an agreement
about the courses. In order to do that, you need to find a course
catalogue of your host university and choose such courses that would as
much as possible match the classes from AMU. The list of AMU classes
for your study field should be available on your faculty/institute website
and it’s called a “study programme”. The Learning Agreement has to be
confirmed by the AMU coordinator and you also need to get the
signature of the hosting university coordinator (only scans required).
Next, fill up the Equivalent Card (“Karta Ekwiwalencji”) where you state
which course abroad is an equivalent to that of AMU course. Remember
to write the ECTS credits.
Wait
for
the
nomination
from
the
hosting
university
(acceptance/nomination letter). Sometimes the host university requires
filling up additional internal documents. Pay attention to the mails and
meet the deadlines!
In the summer AMU organises free language classes for outgoing
Erasmus students. Use this opportunity to boost your language skills.
This may also help you improve your skills before taking the OLS test
(Online Language Assessment) which you need to take before going on
mobility (and then after coming back home to see if your language has
improved).
Open a foreign currency bank account. The Erasmus grant is transferred
in EUR. It’s not possible to get the grant on a Revolut card. Thanks to
accounts in EUR you will avoid unfavourable conversion rates.
Shortly before going abroad, sign an agreement with your faculty
coordinator. Pay attention to the start/end dates of the mobility you’re
putting in as based on them you will get a calculated grant.
Keep in mind that the whole formal process might slightly differ on each
faculty!
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Prepare yourself
for some
challenges!
Although Erasmus is usually presented in superlatives, we may have
some concerns about going away alone to a new country and culture.
Often it is the first time we have been away alone for such a long time
and we don't know if we can handle everything on our own.

Let's take a look at some of the challenges that
may stand in your way!

Language barrier
It may seem difficult to break through at first. However, it is
worth remembering that if the university has accepted our
application, then our language level is sufficient. It is worth
opening up to people and having conversations, and day by day
improvement and boldness will be visible.

Solitude
Even if you go on exchange alone, you are sure to meet lots of
different people on-site with whom you will share similar joys
and concerns. The university will probably have an Orientation
Week full of integration activities. Let's not forget about the
local ESNs, which offer support to foreign students. However,
the most important thing is the students. When everyone is in
the same situation - away from family and friends, eager for a
new adventure - new friendships are made much easier!

New environment
There may also be fears about how we will cope at all - with
studies, a new flat, the language. Well, our intuition tells us that
we will manage as we have done with everything so far.
Although you will probably have a culture shock, many things
look and work pretty much the same as they are working in your
home country.
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The accommodation
abroad - how to line
out and what you
should remember.
It is best to start by contacting the Erasmus+ coordinator. She/he
may have contact details for the coordinators at the host university,
which sometimes has its lists of recommended accommodations or
offers you the possibility of staying in a student residence.
Check the website of the host university, you may find the
accommodation tab.
You should contact the Erasmus Student Network Association in the
city you are going to. They will be sure to give you valuable firsthand advice about accommodation (and more! not only!)
Use Facebook groups such as "Studenckie wyjazdy na Erasmusa" or
"Erasmus Family UAM Poznan"*, where you can ask questions about
the trip, including accommodation. Surely, there will be someone
who is going to dispel your doubts.
You can also take a look at long-term rentals on Airbnb. Sometimes
there are interesting discounts if you select a long-term search for a
long-term stay.
* Those groups are AMU groups. Each of these groups is run in Polish, but don't worry - write in
English and we'll write a reply!

Advice
Don't leave your search to the last minute. The housing
market for students is crowded, so it's better if you searched
for accommodation as soon as possible.
Before signing a housing contract, read the contract
carefully! If you do not speak the language of the contract
well enough, ask someone more competent to help you.

When choosing accommodation don't just look at the price,
also consider the location. Maybe it will be cheap, but it will
be far from the city centre or the university.
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What should you
take for an
exchange?

Advise
Still in Poland, it's a good idea to make scans of all your
documents and keep them in a folder on your hard drive for
quick access and reference in case you lose them. This will
prevent additional stress in such an uncomfortable situation.
Let's also take some passport photos for your future documents
as they may be useful for issuing, for example, an ESNCard or
your host university ID card.

YOU NEED:
documents (The Learning Agreement and
Confirmation of study period)
EHIC card/confirmation of insurance policy
identity card/passport/visa (depending on
destination)
passport photos
mini first aid kit
adaptor for socket outlet (if necessary)
bed linen (if not guaranteed at the
accommodation)
clothing for changing conditions weather
conditions
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ESNcard

The ESNcard is the membership card of the Erasmus Student Network
(ESN), which gives access to many beneficial discounts from
international (Ryanair, Flixbus, Hostelling International and others),
national and local partners. Every discount may be found on the
website: http://www.esncard.org/

Where and how to buy an ESNcard?
You need to contact the local ESN section from the university
you’re going to. If there is no ESN working at your host
university, try to reach another section in this city. The list of
ESN sections is here: https://www.esn.org/sections. ESNcard
cost varies from one ESN section, usually it is about 10 EUR.

The card is valid for 12 months from the date of acquisition and
is valid only with a photo and correct data of the card holder.

WARNING!
After card purchase, in order to activate part of the discounts,
card registration on the website https://esncard.org is
necessary. Frequently asked questions may be found on the
website: https://esncard.org/faq.
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Faculty Erasmus+
Coordinators

Erasmus+ Faculty/Institute Coordinator is responsible for the process
and completion of our studies/internships. We should be in constant
contact with him/her and cooperate closely.
The coordinator of your University in Poland will help you fill in your
Learning Agreement before, during and after your mobility. At the end
will also accept your Equivalence Card, which will enable you to pass the
year of studies.
However, there is still a person with the same position at the university
you're going to. The most important task of the foreign Coordinator
abroad is to sign your arrival & departure certificate and enrol you in the
courses of your choice. A list of current Faculty Coordinators and their
assistants - Faculty Administrators at AMU are listed below.
Faculty Coordinators | Erasmus EN (amu.edu.pl)

https://erasmus.amu.edu.pl/strona-glowna/koordynatorzy-wydzialowi
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Buddy Program

The Buddy Program is a mentoring program that assigns foreign
students a mentor who will provide support on rules at the host
university, give good advice or simply be a new friend. To find out if
such a programme is available at your host university, contact the local
ESN section or Erasmus+ coordinator at the foreign university.
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Pro Tips

Take some passport photos with you - they may be required for
your student card, ESNcard or semester ticket.

Find out if the internet connection at your accommodation is
wireless, if not get the right cable.

ESN Card will give you a discount on, among other things, 20kg free
baggage on Ryanair.
If you are interested in museums, check whether there are fee
entries.

When travelling to your destination, consider using the train service
- take care of the environment. In addition, using ecological
transport on your way to the exchange, you get 50 Euros back!

Check which type of socket is standard in your country and get an
adapter if necessary.

Read contracts carefully before signing (e.g. for housing).

If you are signing a remote accommodation contract, ask about the
facilities - a washing machine, oven or even a window are not as
obvious items in some countries as you think.

Remember that when you rent a flat/room in a student residence,
you may be asked to pay (usually refundable) deposit.

Have financial security.

If you have any questions, please contact your local ESN section.

Make a plan of the places you want to visit while on Erasmus - plan
your expenses.

When looking for accommodation, consider the distance from the
centre/university and save on public transport tickets!

Make copies of all documents and keep them online, also make a
copy of all documents signed by the host university documents.
Remember to get your EHIC card.
Have an "In Case of an Emergency" card or create one yourself and
keep it in your wallet - data such as your blood group and contact
details and contact details for someone you trust can save a life.
If you need to send a package from abroad or someone from Poland
wants to send you something, use the eurosender.com platform use code ERASMUS20 to get a 10% discount.
Make sure that your identity card/passport is valid for the entire
period of the exchange.
Take a memory stick with you.
Do not postpone filling in the Learning Agreement until the last
minute - it is one of the most important documents. It must be
approved by the faculty coordinator.
Find out if the tap water where you will live is drinkable - care for
the planet while saving money.

Useful apps

Glovo
Shopping delivery can be considered as a
solution for the lazy ones. It is not! It's
extremely useful when you invite your
Erasmus friends for the dinner and forget to
buy an important ingredient. It's useful when
you need to buy heavy products, like drinks,
but you don't own neither car nor bicycle to
carry them easily. And - finally - it's very
comfortable to order food to your house when
your doctor makes you stay quarantined. On
Erasmus there is no mum or dad just next to
your door to bring you the shopping.

Google
Maps
Trust us - you'll never get lost
with
Google Maps! It can show you
suggested roads for pedestr
ians, for
bicyclists and drivers. Google
Maps
can point you how to reach
any
destination by public transpor
t,
including informations about
changes
and even tickets pricing. The
list of
functionalities keeps broaden
ing all
the time. Our favourite ones?
Sharing
location in live view and savi
ng pins of
favourite places enabling tour
ists to
create their map of visited spot
s.
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Tricount
Small app, huge possibilities.
It serves as
an expenses splitter. Which
expenses? Any
kind of. Tricount makes it easi
er to settle
accounts with youd flatmates
, split
expenses while travelling or
divide money
paid at the bar on friday even
ing. This app
calculates automatically split
ted amount
of money for each participant
of the virtual
pocket. Equal division can be
modified by
hand according to any custom
idea.
Tricount computes who spen
t
proportionally fewest and who
should
he/she return the difference
to.
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Shazam
Kiwi, Kayak,
Booking, Trainline
Price comparison apps - must have!
Every rental and booking should be
consulted with such an app. Or with all
of them. Prices range widely. You
should defintitely take a look at
customer loyalty schemes (e.g. Genius
program by Booking) offered by these
apps, because they provide cashbacks,
discounts and extra benefits.

Do you know this feeling, whe
n a catchy
song comes to your mind, but
its melody
is the only thing that you rem
ember?
Shazam's a godsend! Especia
lly on the
parties and team integrations
. First rule
of Erasmus: scan every song
that you like.
You don't even know when
will it come in
handy.

Too good
to go
Is it possible to eat healthy and
cheaply? Sure! Moreover in acco
rdance
with ZERO WASTE lifestyle. It can
be
achieved thanks to Too Good To
Go
app. With one click users can rescu
e
perfectly good food from wasting,
paying for it only a fraction of its
cost.

Uber, Bolt, Free
Now, Cabify, mytaxi
On Erasmus sometimes you
have to
catch a plane even when it is
theoretically impossible, or cros
s over
an unsafe and unknown dist
rict to the
better one. Taxi is a great idea
then!
You should download at leas
t few of
the taxi apps and always com
pare
their pricing before ordering
any ride,
because the prices are different
iated
all the time. There is no cheape
r or
more expensive app - it alwa
ys
depends on the time and plac
e. Worth
to mention, that the pupular
ity and
pricing of each app depend
s on its
popularity in a current country
. In
some places there is no Bolt
, but there
are thousands of drivers from
Cabify.

Revolut, PayPal, Bizum,
Verse, Pumpkin
Banking app are highly important
during every Erasmus stay. It is worth
to set up a foreign currency account
and stock up with its provider mobile
ap as long as register in Revolut. It is
worth drawing attention to comparing
exchange rates - if the currency of
your destination country is different and exchange it there, where it is
more profitable. Not always is Revolut
a better choice, whereas it limits free
withdrawals and raises fees on
weekends. However, it is worth having,
as it can be a collateral in case of
losing your banking card. Other apps
like PayPal, Verse, Bizum and
Pumpkin are of use in some specific
countries (e.g. Bizum in Spain or
Pumpkin in France). They simplify
squaring accounts with friends. And
for joining them using refferal code...
it's possible to get some extra bonus up to 20£!

Pepper,
Groupon
Deal zones! Pepper, Chollometro in
Spain or mydealz in Germany poses
something worth scrolling ones or
twice duriing a week, before bigger
shopping or while searching for
gifts. Thanks to them you are able to
find physical and online stores
offering the cheapest product.
Another type of deals-finders is
Groupon, which is useful when you
plan a trip. In its relax and fun
category many businesses offer
discounts for its services such as
cruises on the sea during sunsets,
wine tastings or thermal baths
tickets.

Ryanair, Vueling
WizzAir...
Airlines made their own apps, whic
h
can be useful especially at the
beggining and at the end of Eras
mus
adventure. They make it easier to
manage flight tickets, print them
from
mobile devices or add boarding
passes
to Google Pay and Apple Pay. It
is also
easier to check-in online or add
luggage on short notice.
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Settlement of
exchange on return

At the end of the exchange, each person is obliged to present
documents confirming the exchange at the foreign university. Clearance
of accounts is necessary to receive part of the grant and for a possible
departure for the next Erasmus+ exchange.

What needs to be done?
Learning Agreement with a signature of the coordinator
abroad - original version
Confirmation of Stay with completed dates of mobility and
stamp of the host university - original version
Filled in and validated Evaluation Card - for transcription of
marks - copy
Completed OLS language test.
Completed questionnaire upon return (will be sent to USOS
email)
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What can I do
after Erasmus?

After your amazing exchange, you still can do something wonderful.
Maybe ESN is a good place for you after your return.

Talking about ESN and our university - you can join ESN UAM Poznań!
You will have the opportunity to organise events for international
students, take part in training courses and you can even create graphics
for these events - in short: there is something for everyone!
Every semester our Association organises the recruitment of Buddies
(mentors). It is an ideal opportunity to support incoming students during
their stay in Poland. Follow our Social Media and become a Buddy!
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/esn_uam_poznan
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ESN.UAM.Poznan
ESN UAM Poznań Website: https://uam.esn.pl
Twitter: https://twitter.com/esn_uam_poznan
Linkedin https://pl.linkedin.com/company/esn-uam-poznan

Remember also that your mobility capital is 12 months for each degree
programme - you can start planning your next studies or an internship!

Your mobility capital has been burned through, you no longer have
student status or you simply do not feel like going away again for so
long? Don't worry, there are many other mobility programmes which
you can read about in the next chapter!
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Other kinds of
student mobility
Bilateral exchange
What is bilateral exchange?
It is an exchange based on bilateral cooperation agreements
between the university and foreign centres of higher education
institutions abroad. Such an agreement makes it possible to go
away for one or two semesters in order to study at foreign
institutions.
AMU currently has about 300 bilateral agreements signed all
over the world. The database includes offers of trips to such
countries as South Korea, Brazil, South Africa, Mexico, Russia,
but also European countries such as Spain, Hungary, Italy and
Norway.

Who can go?
The exchange is open to students of all years and courses years
and modes of study. An exception is 1st-year students who can
be recruited for the exchange, but only if the trip will take place
the second year. Special rules also apply to students in the final
year of their studies, who must obtain their supervisor and as for
her/his permission.

What are the requirements?
To leave, you must first of all have passed the previous semester
(without conditions, repetition of the year) and have active
student status both during recruitment and during the exchange.

Is the exchange funded?
No, it is not. The participants themselves cover the costs related
to their stay abroad (travel costs, insurance, accommodation,
meals).
Most partner universities waive tuition fees for students, and
some
award
additional
scholarships
or
provide
free
accommodation.

How to recruit?
Current exchanges can be found at
Bilateral Agreements and Exchange Programs | Adam Mickiewicz
University, Poznań, Poland (amu.edu.pl)
Detailed recruitment rules can be found:
GUEST STUDENTS AND FREE MOVERS | Adam Mickiewicz
University, Poznań, Poland (amu.edu.pl)

European Solidarity
Corps
The main activity of the Corps is voluntary work, but also internships
and local solidarity projects. There are many areas where you can test
your skills, these include:
Environment and nature conservation
Physical education and sport
Working with refugees and migrants
Prevention of natural disasters and dealing with their consequences

How does it work?
It is a programme for everyone between the age of 18 and 30,
regardless of student status.
You can only take part in one long-term volunteering project (212 months), but by taking part in a short-term project (max. 2
months) you can also take part in a long-term project and vice
versa. The sum of months, however, must be 12 months, i.e. you
can participate for a maximum of 10 months in a long term
project and a maximum of 2 months in a short-term project.

Participation in the programme is partly funded by ESC: it
provides accommodation, travels to the placement of the
internship site and back, a small pocket money as well as
supplementary insurance complementary.

How to recruit?
By registering at https://ecas.ec.europa.eu/.
You complete your profile and search for projects that interest
you.
ESC will contact you if you will get through the recruitment
process.

MOST programme

The MOST program is a mobility program, in which students can go on
an exchange to different partner universities in Poland. While taking
part in MOST, students follow the academic program and attend their
chosen classes.

A full list of partner universities is available under this link:
http://most.amu.edu.pl The list includes The University of Gdańsk, the
Jagiellonian University, and the University of Lodz.

Requirements for participating in
the program:
Students can become participants after completing 1
semester at each level of studies (bachelor's, master's,
doctoral studies).
Students can go abroad for a maximum of one academic
year. However, they don’t have to spend all that time at the
same university.
In the qualifying ranking, the following aspects are taken
into consideration: grade point average from the entire
course of studies, scientific achievements, involvement in
activities for the benefit of the academic community, and
student’s motivation.
It’s encouraged to attach a cover letter to the recruitment
documentation, however, it is not obligatory.

Recruitment
Recruitment to the program takes place twice a year: from 15
April to May 15 for the winter semester and the entire
academic year and from October 31 to November 30 for the
summer semester.
As part of the recruitment, an account must be created on a
dedicated page, where students can choose the direction and
the university whose program they are most interested in.
Before going to the host university under the Program
MOST, the student is required to agree on the academic
program.

Short-term
Erasmus+
exchanges

These types of exchanges are intended for people aged between 18 and
30. You do not need to be a student to participate in them.
You can take part in those exchanges freely - there is no limit to the
number of trips. They are mainly carried out by non-governmental
organisations.

Financing
The receiving organisation provides free accommodation, basic
board (3 meals), reimbursement of travel costs. Except for the
rarely required insurance fee, there is usually no entry fee to
participate in the project.

Where to look for the offers?
The best place to look are Facebook groups:
PL Youth in Action:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/aktywnipolacy
Youth in Action Poland:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/172490229504409
Youth in Action:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/17997359880
Youth Opportunities PL:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1450481051668186
Erasmus Plus Projects:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/211479949023086
Erasmus+ Projects:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/285680781582663
Erasmus+ Projects:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/256291431502071
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Useful links
ESN UAM Poznań: https://www.uam.esn.pl/en
Twitter ESN UAM Poznań: https://twitter.com/esn_uam_poznan
YouTube ESN UAM Poznań:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCnwsBomhm-0SPcHmkFQ6Gjg
Erasmus+ university website: http://erasmus.amu.edu.pl/
Erasmus+ internship portal: https://erasmusintern.org/
European Solidarity Corps: https://eks.org.pl/
Bilateral exchange: https://amu.edu.pl/wspolpraca/wymiana-akademicka
ESN Card: https://esncard.org/
ESN Blog (ENG): https://esn.org/blog/
Support for people with disabilities: https://erasmus.amu.edu.pl/wyjazdystudentow/studenci-zniepelnosprawnosciami
Facebook Group “Erasmus Family UAM Poznań”:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1504460126303807
Facebook Group “Studenckie wyjazdy z Erasmus+”:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/149176352362514

#studentshelpingstudents

